
 

When the roll is called up yonder will you be there? 

To Whom I Cherish Till Eternity, 

DEALING WITH OTHERS’ EMOTION  

Emotion is sacred and it’s hard to delete. I’m talking of any 

kind of emotion. If you’ve hit on one you understand me. But 
whether you’ve hit on one or not, I’ve a punch for you. 

Don’t tell any soul you understand them when they say, “you 
don’t understand” while they’re going through emotional down 
drain. It’s a terrible crime you can bullet their hearts. Even if 
you’ve been through such situation or even worse, still don’t 

commit such crime. 

Let me tell you why. The matter of emotion matters the soul. If 
mishandled can affect both body and spirit. And that’s ruining. 
Listen, the soul is the most complex part of our being formed 
from the fusion of the breath of God and the clay of the earth! 

Selah. 

So what do you do then when faced to help an emotionally 
imbalanced person? Here’s what to do. Align with their feelings. 
Don’t dictate but empathise and sympathise. Then recommend 
sound biblical music or something blissful; anything that can 
anchor the spirit man. Then pray mentioning their names and 

claiming emotional victory. Do that to their hearing. 

After spend time with such person. Then call and text when 
they least expect. But don’t get excess. Now it’s going to be 
tough since you’re an emotional being yourself. However, via 

that way you pull on such and make him know you’re feeling 
same and that you care. After calling and all that, give him 
space, a little lone lovely space. Every creature enjoys 
loneliness and hates the same with situation-wise. That’s what 
makes dealing with emotion a complex matter. But I think 

loneliness in itself is sacred. 



 

When the roll is called up yonder will you be there? 

Now if you’ve dealt with melancholic or phlegmatic you’ll affirm 
what I’ve said. You may think they’re emotionless. Really when 
their emotions spark you’ve got to park far from the side lines. 
So the person may appear strong a minute and in a dividing 
second, he’s down dead! Watch, so you don’t push such into 
the grave. No jokes, it’s real case as walking on the edge of a 
blade. 

Be wise and subtle and sweet toward them. That put you into 
the same hole as the emotional-victim. And guess what? He’ll 

call you, perhaps with a smile. That’s game over! You won 
behind the scene. 

Comment and sign up to receive newest articles in your inbox 
at liftingthedaystar.wordpress.com. Kindly copy the link into 
your browser to help the sex survey if you haven’t. Thank you. 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdRdL7Wo4Z-
WkD5CS5KxC69C2o9jtZ2OA0xzWYIYf3GQ2D_uw/viewform?usp=sf_lin 
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